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A snapshot of a simple economy: a historical focus
For millennia the world has mainly been an extensive
agricultural economy.
The historian Eric Hobsbawm has remarked that only in the
1960's the urban population has become larger than that living
and working as peasants in the countryside.
Trade has always been a relevant human activity but for a long
historical period the vast majority of mankind had to produce
nearly all that was required to support subsistence.
Manufacturing too was until quite recently an activity hardly
divorced from agriculture itself.
Trade routes and wayfaring merchants have, since antiquity,
mapped the development of great social entities; yet, the vast
majority of the population was scarcely involved in such
activities.
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Trade and Manufacturing
Trade was in the main long distance, luxury trade: an activity
that implied developed craftsmanship and was normally based
in urban centres or related to specialised farming.
The great commercial routes: The Silk Road, linking in several
laps China and Asia to the Mediterranean world and Rome.
The Spice route: sea-faring trade shipping spices, clove,
pepper, cinnamon, the nutmeg, indigo from the farthest
corners of the China Sea , The Banda Islands, to Egypt and
Europe: sea-lines spanning enormous distances.
With these precious goods, merchants brought ideas, culture
and religious creeds across continents as well as across vast
land masses; viz. the spreading of Christendom, Islam and
Buddhism. It also diﬀused technical capabilities and
innovations.
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The Silk Road
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The Spice Route
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Trade
Trade and the implied specialised activities burrowed deeply
into the societies that were touched: slowly but steadily they
laid the ground for momentous change. Yet, most people
relied on self-supporting, subsistence agriculture.
Cities, some of them quite large, had to resort to trade and
markets for supply. Imperial Rome in the II century had,
according to some rough estimates, more than a million
inhabitants. Food had to come from afar: wheat from Spain
and the fertile rim of northern Africa and even from some
Asian provinces.
The same applied to large urban centres; especially in highly
centralised societies: Xi'an and Luoyang in China were at the
centre of a very extensive web of trade relations: they were the
end- and head- points of the Silk Road. Still, self suﬃcient
agriculture remained the rule for a very long period of time.
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Stylised facts
Economic history has shown that productivity and income per
head have been subject to a secular trend with little growth
and long oscillations (Maddison).
Technological progress occurred in a haphazard and non
systematic way with long lapses between major innovations
Population growth absorbed most of the increase in output
due to technical change.
Note, however, that agricultural non-capitalist societies,
although poor, have always striven to retain the increase of the
labour force within their productive structure: unemployment
is a market economy phenomenon.
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A very simple model
The question that has to be asked at the very outset of our
investigation is the following: what are the main dynamical
features of a society whose economic base is self-suﬃcient
agriculture in which there is no signiﬁcant technological
progress but mere adaptation to the environment?
It is an economy the aggregate output of which is the quantity
of a staple commodity that supports a population of given size
at a given point in time: G is such a quantity.
This economy produces this quantity according to a well
established technology, to a given institutional set-up , to
given organisational and routinised procedures. Labour is
assumed to be the only prime productive input. The
production process is eﬃcient in the sense that, given the
extant technique, there is no wastage of inputs.
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A very simple technology
The labour technical norm of this society is summed up by a
coeﬃcient stating the amount of labour, speciﬁed in terms of
a head count of labourers, per unit of output: lg is such a
coeﬃcient.
No matter how simple this economy may be, a further input is
required by this economy next to labour: seeds. Seeds are
retrieved from the available output G and are required on the
grounds of a technical coeﬃcient per unit of output: kg is
such a coeﬃcient.
It follows that the technology is fully speciﬁed by, and
eﬃciently applied according to
(lg ,kg )
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Some assumptions
Production is carried out on a given, historically acquired, plot
of land of given natural characteristics. Acquired means that
this land had been appropriated by free settlement, act of
force, discovery. Land, as such deﬁned, is the natural resource
of this economy. Its fertility and quality deﬁne the speciﬁed
vector of inputs.
For simplicity's sake, population and size of the labor force
coincide. Furthermore, in this simple, non-market economy the
entire labor force is eﬃciently employed.
L is the size of the population-labour force.
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Basic Relations
It follows that the labour force is related to output by:
L = lgG
The necessary stock of seeds is:
K = kgG
A distributional principle: each member of the labour force
receives an amount of consumption that is institutionally ﬁxed:
the leader, the chief or the elders' caucus sets it to be equal to
w . It follows that aggregate consumption equals:
C = wL
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The net product
The simple computation of this economy's net product:
NP = (1−kg )G
The investable surplus, I , that can be earmarked to support
extensive growth, namely growth with an invariant technology
is
I = (1−kg )G −wlgG
Note that I = ∆K = kg∆G
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The economy's growth rate
The achievable growth rate at a given point in time is:
∆G
G
≡ g = 1−kg
kg
−w lg
kg
This relationship states the economy's fundamental trade-oﬀ
(g ,w)
Note that (g ,w) is a social option wholly constrained by the
extant technology (kg , lg ).
Let it be supposed that this economy's covenant is to keep the
labour force fully employed. Thus, if the latter growth rate is
n = (∆L/L), then: n = g
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Investment and the growth rate
Consider all magnitudes as functions of time. A useful
deﬁnition: the economy's investable rate in continuous time. It
is simply deﬁned as:
I (t) =
dK
dt
= rK (t)
It is then
r(t) =
dK
dt
1
K
=
1−kg
kg
−w(t) lg
kg
Hence g(t) = r(t)
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Questions
a) Cann = g be sustained?
b) What social arrangements are likely to hinder the
growth of this economy?
c) How can the knowledge base be generated?
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Growth and decreasing returns
Growth demands that output be expanded on new plots of
land: more of the natural resource is required. This is the
most immediate hurdle of the growth process.
Even if it is assumed that land can be freely grabbed, it cannot
be assumed that its natural characteristics remain unaltered.
Historical observation bears out the view that, given a
society's geographical and spatial knowledge and its means of
mobility and discovery, by and large early settlements occur on
the lands known to be the most fertile.
Thus, at the outset of this economy's history the initial plot of
land to be subject to exploitation can be assumed to be the
most fertile but as output is expanded, the new lands put in
cultivation feature decreasing fertility. Increasing population is
the root of this increase.
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The labour requirement revisited
As population grows and more land is required, expansion
takes place on lands of decreasing fertility. Hence, decreasing
returns due to natural resources are the norm; this can be
stated in the following way: more labour is required on newly
exploited lands, given the same amount of seeds, to obtain one
unit of output.
The movement towards the exploitation of new lands is a
complex historical phenomenon fraught with conﬂict and
danger both within and without the social body concerned:
the following is but a simpliﬁcation that eschews much of the
complexity involved.
The known agricultural technique undergoes a process of
adaptation to a harsher production environment not a true
technological improvement.
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An alternative view
An equivalent way to consider this issue is to suppose that
there is a geographical or physical boundary to the exploitation
of this society's natural resources.
This fact simply implies that the same plot of land is more
intensively exploited. A fact that is often historically reported.
As the history of this society evolves in time, farming methods
are adapted which harm the land's fertility (e.g. shortening or
skipping fallow periods).
Clearly as the fertility of the land diminishes on account of
overexploitation, an increasing amount of labour has to be
employed per unit of the same output.
A diﬀerent but related kind of overexploitaion will be discussed
later.
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Increasing labour per unit of output
In discrete terms, as the economy moves from land A to B to
C to D....., the labour coeﬃcient applying therein changes as:
lgA < lgB < lgC < lgD ...........
as output is increased to meet this economy's requirements.
For simplicity, this stylised fact can be captured by a
continuous and diﬀerentiable function that sets the amount of
labour per unit of output that is necessary on the 'last' plot of
land to be exploited in relation to the volume of output G that
is to be produced, while the capital coeﬃcient kg is kept
constant: kg = cons:
lg = l(G )
having the following properties:
lg´> 0; lg´´> 0; l(0) = 0
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Full employment and decreasing returns
Consider all variables to be time functions.
The 'full employment' assumption implies that labour be
absorbed as population rises is equal to the labour required
L(t) = Ls(t)
Absorption:
L(t) =
∫ G(t)
0
lg (z)dz
Population, assuming a constant growth rate n:
L(t) = Ls(0)ent
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The equilibrium path
It follows that:
∫ G(t)
0
lg (z)dz = L
s(0)ent
Given the assumptions, this relation can also be read as
G (t) = Θ(L(t));Θ
′
> 0;Θ
′′
< 0
a sui generis production function.
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The dynamic equilibrium path
Since this society has a strong commitment to insure that the
manpower with which it is endowed be eﬃciently employed at
every point in time, it follows that
dL
dt
=
dLs
dt
It follows by diﬀerentiating:
d
dt
∫ G(t)
0
lg (z)dz = nL
s(0)ent
that the surplus rate required to support the growth of output
such that the labour force growing at rate n be fully employed
is:
r(t) =
nLs(0)ent
lg (G (t))G (t)
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The path of surplus and consumption per head rates
r(t) is the required surplus rate to keep the population-work
force fully and eﬃciently employed. It is also the economy's
growth rate.
It is clear that the growth rate (surplus rate) cannot remain
constant. Its time pattern is set by the following diﬀerential
equation
dr
dt
= nr − (1+µ)r²
This equation is obtained by diﬀerentiating r(t) and
simplifying function lg = l(G ) by setting
dlg
dG
G
lg
= µ , a constant
elasticity hypothesis.
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Solutions
The diﬀerential equation solves for:
r(t) =
{
[r(0)-¹− 1+µ
n
]e−nt +
1+µ
n
}−1
a solution that converges to:
limt∞r(t) =
n
1+µ
This result can be obtained by immediately seeking the surplus
rate stationary state: dr
dt
= 0;
g∗= r∗= n
1+µ
It is interesting to note that g∗ = r∗ is smaller than n, i.e. the
output growth rate is smaller than the population growth rate.
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The consumption per head plight
Given the (r ,w) trade-oﬀ in the marginal land, it is
straightforward to check that the consumption per head
dynamics in the lands at the margin of cultivation is governed
by:
w(t) =
1−kg
lg (G )
− kg
lg (G )
r(t)
and diﬀerentiating, taking as constant the elasticity µ :
dw
dt
=−w(t)r(t)− kg
lg (G )
dr
dt
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The w(t) solutions
The above shown equation can be solved by substituting into
it the equation fordr
dt
. Using the stationary state surplus rate
solution g∗ = r∗ the following holds:
dw
dt
=−w(t)µr*
implying a constant decrease of the aﬀordable consumption
per head:
w(t) = w(0)e−µ
n
1+µ t
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Decreasing returns and equality
The destiny of this economy, an economy in which there is no
technical progress and productivity growth, is one of
progressive decline in the standard of living as measured by
consumption per head.
This decline has been assessed in the plots of land that lie in
the margin of cultivation, or more generally in terms of the
resources that are marginally exploited: it is the consequence
of decreasing returns to the scale of output due to the scarcity
of natural resources. Nature is stingy.
Historically, this has been a very pervasive social problem
which societies have coped with in quite diﬀerent ways.
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By way of an example
To illustrate the nature of this problem, consider once again a
deliberating elders' caucus: in an egalitarian mood, its
members may decide to distribute the same consumption per
head to each member of this social body: to all labourers the
same wˆ(t), that is necessarily an average that decreases in
time:
wˆ(t) =
1
t
∫ t
0
w(τ)dτ
Using the stationary state solution and solving for r∗ = n
1+µ ,
the following holds:
wˆ(t) =
w(0)
µr∗t
(1− e−µr∗t)
It is immediate to see that dwˆ(t)
dt
< 0.
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The historical record
History scarcely vouchsafes the above as a pervasive solution.
More, to the point two overlapping social systems have been
recorded.
The ﬁrst, is the appropriation of a vast surplus by central
ruling bodies through taxation: this is the case of highly
centralised empires characterised by large bureaucratic bodies.
More speciﬁcally, Asian empires: the Chinese one has been
considered paradigmatic. See Marx on the Asian mode of
production.
The second is the extraction of surplus through the payment
of royalties based on direct control of natural resources: this
social ploy has been associated with European and
European-derived societies. Aspects of both have been present,
in diﬀerent degrees, in all social and political structures.
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Decreasing returns and income distribution
This is an historically complex problem. The paucity of natural
resources has led to their more or less forceful appropriation
often turned into ownership rights. The latter have evolved
along a complex path charged with conﬂict and strife.
In what follows the claim on part of the net product due only
to an ownership right, rent, will be discussed in very plain and
abstract terms: be warned of the underlying complexity.
In the case discussed above, plots of land of diﬀerent fertility
can be assumed to have an owner presumably enjoying
exclusive rights upon them.
It will be shown that population dynamics warrants a
'contract' through which rent can be extracted.
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The origin of rent
In plain and cold terms, the net product of each plot of land
per unit of labour, np = ((1−kg )/(lg )), is obviously diﬀerent
and such that, calling A,B,C....the diﬀerent plots:
npA > npB > npC > ................
Moreover, if each 'owner' invested according to the same rate :
wA > wB > wC > .................
or if each labourer consumed the same w then:
rA > rB > rC > .................
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Population growth and population movement
It is clearly the case that new labourers (as population
increases) be forced on marginal lands of ever decreasing
fertility.
'Owners' of diﬀerently fertile lands can thus propose a
'contract' to these labourers enticing them to till their lands
instead of themselves.
On the grounds of at least weak rationality, the wage rate
would equal the real consumption per head obtainable on the
historically reached marginal land and it would be the same
across the whole economy.
If, on average, all land owners invested to achieve the same
growth, g = r , then all would appropriate an 'income' of
decreasing magnitude from the land of highest fertility to that
of the lowest. In the latter case such 'income' would be zero.
Deﬁne such 'income' as rent.
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Focus on assumptions
Classical economists, ﬁrst of all David Ricardo, theorised these
stilysed facts into a consistent theory of rent.
The sector that produces 'necessities', i.e. the staple
commodities upon which a society rests, is the locus within
which distribution is determined.
As argued above, the crucial distribution concerns the part of
the net product that labourers receive and the surplus that is
required to support growth: in the context that we are
discussing this distribution is paramount.
The view is taken here, clearly a simplifying assumption, that
all plots of land must support growth since all are equally
concerned by population growing at the same rate.
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Aggregate rent
Given these assumptions, aggregate rent equals
R(t) = (1−kg )G (t)− [w(t)L(t) + r(t)kgG (t)]
or
R(t) = w(t)
∫ G(t)
0
[lg (G )− lg (z)]dz
that is:
R(t) = w(t)[lg (G )G (t)−L(t)]
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Rent and consumption per head
It is straightforward to see that aggregate rent accrues in
proportion to consumption per head and the diﬀerential
between labour as it is actually absorbed and as it would be if
all were employed according to the marginal land labour
requirement.
By the above assumptions, in the stationary state with a
constant growth rate g∗ = r∗,
dR
dt
= µr*w(t)L(t) > 0
The implication is that as w(t) declines, R(t) rises. Landlords
become increasingly better-oﬀ whilst labourers become
worse-oﬀ. This is an increasingly unequal and unjust society
that clearly generates conﬂicts.
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Conﬂict and famine
Europe in the late Middle Ages was riddled by peasant's
revolts and strife. The most notable is arguably the peasants'
uprising in South-Western Germany between 1524 and 1526.
Whilst the model presented here is but a pale account of social
and historical events, yet it does capture some of the
long-term forces at play: the peasants' impoverishment in the
face of increasing landlords' wealth and riches.
In the case of the German revolt, the religious Reformation
and its leaders were powerful cathalisers of discontent and
revolt. In particular, the leadership held by theologian Thomas
Muntzer.
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Thomas Müntzer
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The decline of w(t) and the stalemate
It is clear that consumption per head ( or real wage rate)
cannot constantly fall, be driven to naught and even become
negative. Yet, the economy's structure and its functioning
forebode an unavoidable doom as long as they remain
incapable of increasing productivity.
The stumbling block hindering lasting improvement and
exposing the economy to decreasing returns owes to its failure
to improve the method (lg ,kg ) that rules the production
process.
Note that whilst the appearance and entrenchment of rent
creates a hideous distributional problem, average consumption
per head does, nevertheless, decrease.
The dynamics of w(t) are independent of the payment of rent
and depend solely on the growth process.
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The socially minimum consumption per head
Consider, however, that in each society it can be possible to
deﬁne what may be called a minimum amount of socially
acceptable consumption per head, deﬁned as w¯ .
More speciﬁcally, this minimum can be deﬁned as the quantity
of per capita consumption that allows a given society to
maintain an exogenous population growth rate n: i.e a level
that is barely enough not to impinge upon the demographic
tendency of the social body.
Given our assumption about a society's demography and the
related population growth rate as fundamental and deeply
entrenched social values, this level sets a threshold which will
be strongly resisted from being trespassed: social and
economic devices are likely to be implemented in order not to
overstep it.
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Mere subsistence
It is expedient to distinguish the level of consumption that is
above speciﬁed from a related but lower level: this is the level
of consumption per head that allows mere subsistence and
which keeps the population merely to survive and for which its
growth rate is zero.
There is clearly a biological dimension in this concept: a bare
amount of calories and proteins is indeed required.
Nevertheless, in any given social context, a sustainable train of
life over and above food and shelter is also necessary. Studies
of famines, drought and calamities have highlighted this point.
(Sen).
Let this level of consumption for which the population is in the
stationary state be deﬁned by w∗. Its role will be discussed
later.
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The inevitability of the social minimum of consumption
Inevitably, w(t)→ w¯ ; the point t when this occurrence comes
to pass, can, theoretically, be established:
w¯ = w(0)e−µ(n/(1+µ))t
from which
t¯ =
log
w(0)
w¯
µ n
1+µ
It is immediate to see that the higher is the population growth
rate n and the higher is µ , namely the more decreasing are
returns to scale, the shorter is t¯: the faster is the social
minimum approached.
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Escaping the scarcity grip
It is important to note that the dynamics of this economy are
governed by the eﬃciency principle, i.e. by the eﬃcient
application of the known technique (lg ,kg ), although the
labour coeﬃcient is continuously adapted to deal with
decreasing returns.
Historically, several escape ways from the hardship of falling
standards of living have been tried, often in combination:
Population movements and migration
Seeking new territories
Waging war upon neighbours
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The surplus labour way out
Whilst all these processes have indeed been observed, a less
dramatic ploy has been found to cope with this stalemate.
As still occurring in many developing countries to this very day
and widely resorted to in Europe until a few decades ago,
production is reorganised to slow down the exploitation of
lands of decreasing fertility by trying to keep population as
much as possible in those lands that have been so far
cultivated.
This ploy implies abandoning eﬃciency in a technical sense,
basically producing the same quantity of output with a work
force of increasing size.
This arrangement normally requires some redistribution away
from rent to keep per capita consumption ﬁxed at w¯ .
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A constant population growth rate
The basic assumption here is that population is still
exogenously growing at a constant raten.
This assumption is warranted by the fact that demography is
ruled by deeply embedded cultural mores forsaking which is
the ultimate option.
In the following analysis, the population growth rate is kept
constant although it is quite clearly the case that surging
penury does have an impact on it.
This historical solution does not stop the movement towards
lands of lower fertility but only slows it down.
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Surplus labour absorption
In what follows, for simplicity's sake, it is assumed
thatw = w¯ .The absorption of labour into the production
process can now be redeﬁned as
L(t) =
∫ G(t)
0
lg (z)dz +L
r (t)
Lr (t) is simply an additional term designed to absorb labour
over and above what is strictly technically necessary; again,∫ G(t)
0
lg (z)dz +L
r (t) = L(0)ent
dynamically:
nL(0)ent = lg (G )r(t)G (t) +
dLr
dt
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The growth rate
The surplus and growth rates cannot be determined from the
above since w = w¯ . Rent is still being paid and the dynamics
of r(t)can be obtained directly from the (w , r) trade-oﬀ on the
marginal land, namely
r(t) =
1−kg
kg
− w¯ lg (G )
kg
from which
dr
dt
= µr²−µ 1−kg
kg
r < 0
The analytical solution being
r(t) =
[{(
1−kg
kg
)−1
+ (r(0)-¹−
(
1−kg
kg
)−1}
e
1−kg
kg
µt
]−1
obviously limt→∞r(t) = 0
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Distribution and rent
Basically, this result simply tells that the economy will ﬁnally
ground to a halt. Hence, the solution can only be temporary.
The path followed by output G and thus of Lr , is obtained
recursively as:
G (t) = G (0)eA(1−e
− 1−kg
kg
µt
)
There is a further reason to hold this view. The rent that now
goes to the landlords is equal to:
R(t) = w¯(lg (G )G (t)−Ls(t))
stating a necessarily distributive process to support the
subsistence consumption per head. From this
dR
dt
= w¯ [(1+µ)r(t)lg (G )G (t)−nLs ]
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A temporary solution
Given the fact that r(t)→ 0, dR
dt
it is certainly negative at
least from some t onwards. Indeed, when r(t) = 0 the entire
increase in consumption due to population growth is taken
away from rents.
Rents are entirely exhausted whenlg (G )G (t) = L
s(t), namely
when the entire work force equals the one that would be
employed if all output were to be produced according to the
production conditions of the marginal land.
Since the latter grows at an ever slower rate whilst the former
rises at a constant one,R → 0 at which point no redistribution
is actually feasible.
Hence, the surplus labour phase of this economy is a
temporary, if a long-drawn, phenomenon.
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The struggle to survive: some simple heuristics
The economy that has just been discussed, a surplus labour
economy at a subsistence level of consumption per head, is
ineﬃcient by default: it is the consequence of a deliberate
choice.
The distributional conﬂict manifests itself mainly by taking
away from rents what is needed to support the social minimum
of consumption, the steady decline in the surplus rate being
entirely due to decreasing returns.
In this model, population growth is still unscathed: it continues
to expand at rate n. This is simply an analytical ploy.
It is clear that as the economy is driven into increasingly dire
straights, migration, population movements, wars and social
conﬂicts intensify.
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Population growth is now endogenous
In what follows, some simple heuristics of a 'normal' economy
caught in the grips of this stalemate will be described. It is
clear that two of the previous assumptions must be forsaken:
the economy can no longer aﬀord to be ineﬃcient: whatever
output growth can be conjured up, it must be achieved by the
eﬃcient use of the pristine, yet unchanged technology (lg ,kg ).
the population growth rate can no longer be exogenous: w is
likely to drop below w¯ and minimum consumption as deﬁned
above no longer assured.
This economy is therefore subject to a Malthusian vicious circle
in which the population growth rate becomes endogenous!
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Population growth as a function of consumption per head
The population growth rate depends on the availability of
food, i.e. on consumption per head:
dLs
dt
= LsF (z)
where z = w −w∗.Some simple properties of F (z) :
dF
dz
> 0;
dF
dw
> 0;F (0) = 0
This equation renders the idea that as consumption per head
drops below mere subsistence w∗, the population growth rate
becomes negative; when above, it is positive whilst for
w = w∗it is exactly zero, the stationary state case.
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Consumption per head and labour availability
Consumption per head, or the wage rate, increases if
absorption of labour (demand for labour) rises above the
available labour force and vice-versa. For simplicity's sake
assume a linear function:
dw
dt
= α(L−Ls);α > 0
L marks, as above, the economy's capability to absorb
manpower, Ls is its supply, i.e. the existing (working)
population.
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Labour absorption
Absorption of labour now depends strictly on how much this
economy can invest to augment the seed-capital stock: there
is no way to generate surplus labour, since the economy can
no longer aﬀord it. Hence, the crucial variable is the investable
rate r :
dL
dt
= lg (G )rG
and by taking into account previous equations:
dL
dt
= lg [(Θ(L)]
(
1−kg
kg
−w lg [Θ(L)]
kg
)
Θ(L)
this equation states that the increase in labour absorption is a
function of the levels of labour absorption and of consumption
per head.
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A system of diﬀerential equations
This is a system of diﬀerential equations of the following type:

Ls = f1(L
s ,w)

w = f2(L
s ,L)

L = f3(L,w)
that is, a system of three equations and three variables,Ls ,L,w .
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The stationary state
This system basically portrays a movement such that when w
increases there is some push for the population to rise.
As w rises the investment rate tends to fall diminishing the
capability to absorb labour. As a consequence, this fact tends
to create unemployment lowering w which in turn allows for a
higher r restoring higher demand for labour and higher w :
back to step one.
Thus, this economy can guarantee neither suﬃcient
consumption per head nor full employment.
The actual dynamics depend much on the various functions
and in particular to lg (G ),F (z).
A relevant question is if there is a stationary state:
(

Ls ,

L,

w) = 0.
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Solutions
Solving the system for this particular case:

Ls = 0....when.....w = w∗

w = 0....when....L = Ls

L = 0....when....w =
1−kg
lg [Θ(L)]
returning three solutions: Ls∗,L∗, w∗.
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Stationary state
Basically, the stationary state occurs when the production of
output G and the associated labour force therein employed L
have run into such decreasing returns that the entire per
capita net product is barely enough to meet mere subsistence
w∗, leaving no space for an investable surplus (r = 0). The
basic equation is:
w∗ =
1−kg
lg [Θ(L)]
yielding L∗ = Ls∗
If the economy, by chance, happens to be on such an
equilibrium, it remains there: at a consumption per head that
absorbs the entire net product but at the bare minimum that
keeps the population from increasing; leaving nothing to invest
to increase output although keeping the entire work force
employed.
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Local stability
A further question concerns local stability. It is, of course,
quite unlikely that the economy would ever settle on this
stationary state point, but should it ever happen to be there
and locally veer away from such a point, would it return
thence?
It is possible to employ the usual tools to check for local
stability by linearising the system in the following way:

Ls = γ1w

w =−αLs +αL

L = β1w +β2L
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The Jacobian
The equation coeﬃcients are the ﬁrst derivatives at the
stationary solutions. More speciﬁcally, γ1 = L∗((dF )/(dw)) >
0;α > 0;β1 =−((lg [Θ(L∗)]2)/(kg ))Θ(L∗) < 0;
β2 =−Θ(L∗)lg [Θ(L∗)]w∗kg
dlg
dΘ
dΘ
dL
< 0.
Consider the Jacobian:
J = det
 0 γ1 0−α 0 α
0 β1 β2

from which J = β2γ1α < 0 and the trace tr(J) = β2 < 0 .
Thus, there is a prima facie reason to suppose that the system
is locally stable. These are necessary but not suﬃcient
conditions.
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The Routh-Hurwitz conditions
Let us consider the necessary and suﬃcient conditions to
insure that local stability exists.
The characteristic equation of the above stated system is
λ 3−β2λ 2 + (γ1−β1)αλ −αβ2γ = 0 , from which the matrix
(Gandolfo).
−β2 −αβ2γ1 0
1 (γ1−β1)α 0
0 −β2 −αβ2γ
The Routh-Hurwitz conditions state that the necessary and
suﬃcient conditions for stability are that the principal minors of
this matrix be ∆i > 0, i = 1,2,3. The conditions are satisﬁed.
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Mankind has transformed the world, for the better
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Will it change it for the worse?
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or the worst?
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as in this case?
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